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Chapter 7 

Liverpool's Local Tints: Drowning Memory and 

"Maritimizing" Slavery in a Seaport City 

 

Liverpool says much that is unrepeatable…(it) stands as a warning to 

anyone wishing to paint a national picture by enlarging local tints.  

Michael Bentley1 

 

This was a port, a great port, and ominously nothing but a port.  

Lady Margaret Simey2 

 

Introduction 

 

The national public memory of Britain’s involvement in transatlantic slavery has been 

framed by a maritime-themed lens; confined to the activities and movements of ships 

across the Atlantic Ocean, having broken memorial ties with more land-based 

operations and consequences. John Beech has argued that this ‘maritimization’ of 

slavery, as he terms it, has placed a commemorative focus on the transatlantic slave 

trade, as opposed to enslavement itself, obscuring broader histories of the slavery 

business, and indeed of its wider economic, social and cultural impacts and legacies 

on British soil.3  Much of the weight of Beech’s ‘maritimization’ argument rests on 

the location of public exhibitions and museums addressing slavery – which, prior to 

2007 at least, were largely to be found in port cities; London, Bristol, Hull and 
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Liverpool.4 Crucially, this is a pattern which can also be discerned across other former 

European slave-trading states, where memory work surrounding the history slavery 

has also been confined to coastal locations and port cities. In France, the Memorial to 

the Abolition of Slavery opened in 2012 in Nantes, eighteenth century France’s largest 

slave trading port city, and the country’s secondary historic slave-trading port, 

Bordeaux, opened a permanent exhibition in Musee d’Aquitaine, “Bordeaux in the 

18th Century – Trans-Atlantic Trading and Slavery” in 2009.5 Similar orchestrated 

efforts to maritimize national European histories of transatlantic slavery (and 

subsequently reduce ‘slavery’ to the ‘slave trade’ in this manner) through a port city 

focus can be seen within the location of memory work in The Netherlands (the 

National Monument to Commemorate the History of Dutch Slavery in Oosterpark, in 

the port city of Amsterdam). Similar maritimization is achieved through a focus on 

ships, where in Denmark and Norway, the most sustained memory-work has thus far 

centred on the slave ship Fredensborg, both where it sank in 1768 and the display of 

remains uncovered in 1975.  

Whilst it can be argued that the history of transatlantic slavery has been 

maritimized on ‘national’ scales across Britain and Europe, through the geographical 

restriction of memory work to coasts and ports - how does this ‘maritimization’ 

argument work in relation to the isolated study of one such port city? How does the 

criticism that there has been a ‘maritimizing’ of the memory of slavery nationally, 

play out ‘locally’ in somewhere like Liverpool, a place frequently defined by its 

maritime connections, as a ‘seaport’ or ‘port city’ within historic discourse? A place 

defined by its maritime past (and present) on the global heritage stage; having been 

inscribed a ‘Maritime Mercantile City’ on the UNESCO world heritage list in 2004?6 

A place, moreover, where much of its general historic story has necessarily been 
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‘maritimized’, connected intimately as it is, to the activities and workings of its river, 

its port and the seas? Whilst Liverpool’s ‘local’ collective memory of slavery, as 

Beech argues in relation to national memory, has certainly been ‘maritimized’, a 

closer look at the ‘local tints’ of this particular port city reveal some important 

contradictions, complications, and departures from the national story. 

The ‘maritimization’ of slavery in Liverpool is ultimately a process embroiled 

within, and complicated by, the city’s own historic story and constructed sense of 

collective identity. The public face of the history of Liverpool and slavery across time 

is here the evolving product of the interdependent relationship between memory and 

identity. As John Gillis suggests: 

 

The parallel lives of these two terms alert us to the fact that the notion of 

identity depends on the idea of memory, and vice versa. The core meaning 

of any individual or group identity, namely, a sense of sameness over time 

and space, is sustained by remembering; and what is remembered is 

defined by the assumed identity.7 

 

The unique local context of Liverpool’s involvement in the slave trade, namely its 

dominance towards the end of the eighteenth century alongside rapid population 

growth (see Longmore, this volume), coincides with an important historiographical 

timing. Liverpool ships were responsible for the transportation of over 1.1 million 

enslaved African people to the Americas between 1750 and 1807, more than any 

other British port.8 Written histories of the town begin to appear in the midst of 

Liverpool’s rise to prominence in the ‘African trade’, at the end of the eighteenth 

century. Liverpool reached its slave-trading apogee during the decade of legal 
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abolition at the very beginning of the nineteenth century, when the town owned close 

to 80 per cent of Britain’s total slave trade.9 Liverpool’s eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century historians foreground the transatlantic slave trade as a distinctly 

maritime activity in which Liverpool (contemporarily) excels. Seymour Drescher has 

suggested that James Wallace’s General and Descriptive History of Liverpool, 

published in 1795 sought to inspire pride in the city’s livelihood, its shipping and 

trade which meant presenting the sheer scale of Liverpool’s slave trade as evidence of 

its ‘raison detre’.10 This is illustrated through Wallace’s emphasis of this dominance 

using fractions of maritime-themed trade.11 The emphasis of the centrality of the slave 

trade to Liverpool’s commercial livelihood within written historic discourse at this 

point in time and indeed into the nineteenth century, maintains residues of the pro-

slavery debates Liverpool’s civic authorities so actively supported.12 However, as we 

move past moments of abolition and, moreover, emancipation in the early nineteenth 

century, slavery is far from rendered an inescapable and significant segment of 

Liverpool’s overall maritime story. Instead, processes of maritimization act as further 

displacement motifs. They flood Liverpool’s identity narratives with nautical 

romanticism, obscure historic phenomena through ‘sea themed’ generalization, and 

dislodge narratives of slavery by shifting focus to other maritime activities, or to more 

comforting subjects. However, a closer look at the maritimization of slavery in this 

local context reveals that counter memories of slavery – and of the enslaved – emerge 

from the water’s edge. Processes of ‘maritimizing’ slavery in Liverpool may displace, 

but they also disturb, returning embodied memories as if on incoming tides.  

 

 

Maritimization in Context 
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This maritimization of slavery from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries 

nonetheless aligns with broader national patterns, which discursively construct British 

collective identities, framed by contexts of empire and colonialism. Geoff Quilley has 

argued that the image of the sea in eighteenth century art was integral to the 

‘imagining’ of Britain, in which the ‘island nation’ idea was represented and 

reinforced through a visual construction of an ‘affinity with the sea’, metaphorically 

combining ‘commerce and patriotism’.13 Ken Lunn and Ann Day have similarly 

argued that ‘maritimity’ has long been a significant component of British national 

identity construction, comparable, perhaps, to romantic images of landscape and the 

rural idyll, and at points emerging combined, where the British nation is represented 

as being both maritime and rural. They further argue that, although a form of 

‘maritimity’ is perceptible in the ‘new navalism’ of the 1880s and 1890s, narratives of 

maritime achievement and the ‘control of the seas’ motif became increasingly central 

to British national identity constructions in the early twentieth century.14 Promotional 

texts produced in Liverpool at this time embarked on this process whole-heartedly, 

drawing on a national romanticism of a maritime past and adding their own unique 

dose of ‘Merseypride’ to the mix.15 In a 1902 guidebook, the first to be produced by 

the city authorities and at a high point of Edwardian imperial pride for the city, 

maritime accomplishment is presented as something Liverpool did first and most 

extensively: 

 

It is not without reason that Liverpool, the great Mersey seaport, is generally 

looked upon as one of the first – if not the first – maritime ports of the world. 
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Her ships sail on every sea, and the produce of every land under the sun finds 

its way to her Docks.16 

 

This is the image presented to visitors and tourists. Liverpool, second city of Empire, 

is imagined through a cosmopolitan and highly romanticised (if hyperbolic) language, 

of ships sailing every sea, the agency expressed in relation to the produce of ‘every 

land under the sun’, arriving as if of its own volition, that it, like the visitor, ‘finds its 

way to her Dock’. The physical infrastructure of maritime activity and the port’s built 

environment are also drawn into this maritime pride discourse, that by 1753, the town 

‘could boast proudly of its docks’.17 Crucially, Liverpool’s immense involvement in 

the transatlantic slave trade does not receive any mention here, or in the rest of the 

text. In 1907, a new version of the first official guide to Liverpool was produced by 

the city authorities in line with the public celebrations of the city’s 700th anniversary 

of its 1207 charter from King John, referred to within local public discourse as 

‘Liverpool’s 700th Birthday’.18 The newly inserted history chapter gives ‘Shipping’ as 

the primary reason for Liverpool’s historic wealth. Within the one line in which 

slavery is mentioned, the ‘successful’ competition against Bristol is the main point of 

emphasis. ‘By far the larger number of the ships were employed in the West Indian 

trade which had grown to importance’ the guide claims, immediately stating that, ‘out 

of this trade sprang the slave trade which was wrested from Bristol.19 The official 

guides to Liverpool in the twentieth century maintain this precedent, and the line 

concerning the ‘springing’ of the slave trade and its ‘wresting’ from Bristol, remains 

word for word in tact into the 1970s.20 

 These lines of mercantile enterprise and competitive tones in Liverpool’s civic 

identity narratives are frequently presented alongside a distinctly romanticized 
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maritime past. Writing in the local press in 1957, Liverpool’s 750th ‘birthday’, the 

aptly named Derek Whale described how ‘[o]ceans of water have flowed down the 

Mersey since the mighty Port of Liverpool was but a sleepy little village’, the quaint 

rural idyll of traditional British identity narratives here invoked through the scene of a 

‘sleepy village’, yet set against more mid-twentieth century industrializing imagery, 

of ‘might’, and of the curiously industrial notion of a river capable of holding the flow 

of oceans.21 The author also imagines the ‘bygone seafaring age’ to be ‘a romantic age 

of trading pioneers under sail’ who bring back ‘[t]ales of strange customs and people 

of foreign lands, where lay the white man’s treasures in silks, cotton, ivory, oil, wine 

and spices’, and presumably also in the bodies of African people, not included in this 

list of foreign ‘treasures’.22 

 Whilst Beech focused his maritimization of slavery argument primarily on 

museums as repositories of national memory, and Lunn and Day similarly argued that 

museums have been responsible for much of the romanticization of British maritime 

heritage, certainly up to the turn of the millennium,23 as the above shows, there is a 

much broader discursive context such processes sit within. Museum-based 

maritimization takes place both inside and outside the walls of the museum, and in 

Liverpool this started taking shape within embryonic moments of an imagined 

maritime museum. 

 

 

Maritime romanticism and Liverpool’s museums 

 

The Merseyside Maritime Museum, rightly criticised for sidelining slavery in panel 

texts, played its own significant role in romanticising Liverpool’s maritime heritage 
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and displacing slavery, long before it opened its doors. The museum opened in the 

early 1980s after decades of discussion and debate around the importance of 

Liverpool (of all places) having a ‘Museum of the Sea’. Thomas Hume (1917-1992), 

Director of Liverpool Museums, stated in 1963 that ‘[e]very museum must in some 

way reflect the life of its area’.24 It was therefore surprising, he claimed, that the 

museums held little in the way of maritime material until the collection started by Dr 

Douglas Allan (1896-1967) in the 1920s, which included a substantial collection of 

model ships.25 The Maritime Museum had, therefore, long existed in the discursive 

psyche of the city; an idea or symbol to be raised and debated around points of civic 

significance and collective commemoration, its absence poignantly noted and 

lamented. During the 1931 ‘Shipping Week’ organised by The Liverpool 

Organisation (a group of businessmen who spearheaded other such ‘civic weeks’ 

during the 1920s), a number of maritime-specific events were hosted including a 

shipping exhibition in St George’s Hall.26 This exhibition sought to promote a 

memory of maritime heroism and foreground a long nautical history, which would 

naturalise Liverpool’s position and legitimacy as a port against fears of ‘forgetting’ 

this fateful relationship in the present.27 The local press claimed the exhibition would 

not ‘hide’ anything, and the organisers intended to ‘include documents and models 

referring to the slave trade, as well as things more creditable to us’. However, detail 

on items relating to Liverpool and slavery remained conspicuously absent from press 

coverage after the opening of the exhibition, and within official literature.28 Of over 

650 items exhibited, only five related to slavery.29 Interestingly, although a lending 

note claimed that a diagram of the Liverpool Slave Ship Brooks (sometimes spelt 

Brookes), now a staple component in museum representations of slavery and a key 
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aspect of the visual maritimization of the subject, had been provided for the 

exhibition, this is not listed within the guide.30 

It was from this large, popular and predominantly celebratory exhibition of 

Liverpudlian maritime pride, that historian Robert Gladstone, great-nephew of Prime 

Minister William Gladstone, hoped a permanent shipping exhibition would emerge. 

However, up until his death in 1940, this dream was not realised, and he died leaving 

£20,000 in a bequest fund to the cause.31 In 1946, Cecil Northcote Parkinson, 

maritime historian and former assistant at the National Maritime Museum Greenwich, 

declared that a completely separate building would be required to house such a 

museum, a claim echoed again during the national spectacle of the Festival of Britain 

in 1951, and prompted by an exhibition in the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool.32 

‘Such a Museum,’ argued the Official Guide of that year, ‘properly developed, would 

be unique in this country, representing the maritime commerce of the nation and the 

growth of Liverpool as its centre, as the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich 

represents the country’s naval history.’33 Further maritime-focused exhibitions were 

staged in 1957, Liverpool’s 750th ‘birthday’, during which familiar lines concerning 

successful competition against other port cities were raised alongside brief mentions 

of transatlantic slavery.34 These celebrations once again raised renewed calls for 

‘building the long-wished-for Maritime Museum’.35  

The Merseyside Maritime Museum finally opened in 1980 in Liverpool’s 

Albert Dock, arising alongside regeneration initiatives centred on tourism, where it 

was hoped the museum would ‘act as a catalyst for the investment of private 

money’.36 In discourse surrounding the museum’s opening, the particular maritime 

past presented omits any specific reference to transatlantic slavery, though freely 

references maritime romanticism and individual memory, suggesting that those 
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interested in the museum will include ‘many who have memories of a working life on 

the docks or at sea, and those which have childhood memories of the romance of 

Britain’s second seaport.’37  

The maritimizing of Liverpool’s historic story, emphasized and made tangible 

through the development of the Merseyside Maritime Museum, obscured slavery from 

official narratives of the city’s development. Commentators instead listed other port-

related activities or blurred potential references amongst sea-themed generalization. 

‘Liverpool, once the second port of the British Empire,’ one article written around the 

museum’s opening suggests, ‘owes its existence to the sea’, here omitting any 

reference to the transatlantic slave trade.38Although brief discussion of Liverpool’s 

involvement in the slave trade was present within this museum, the text was described 

as a ‘lawyers plea for mitigation’ by the 1989 Gifford Report into race relations in the 

city conducted following the 1981 Toxteth riots, and ominously titled Loosen the 

Shackles.39 This interpretation was based on the justifying and defensive tones used 

within panel text, and on the content of the following panel, which, the report argued, 

merely foregrounded celebrations of white British abolitionists.40 

It was within this context, and against this criticism, that the Transatlantic 

Slavery Gallery was developed, opening in October 1994, though as a gallery in the 

basement of a larger ‘Maritime Museum’, maritimized through its architectural 

geography.41 Even the International Slavery Museum, which opened as a museum in 

its own right in 2007, exists as a floor of the main Maritime Museum complex. 

However, its development as an independent museum, at least in name, prompted 

some negative reactions around the time of its opening, that ‘[s]lavery should be 

covered as part of the Maritime Museum (as it was), not as a free-standing museum’, 

reflecting the dominant influence of the long-standing local and national 
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‘maritimization’ of slavery.42 The International Slavery Museum’s position within the 

Maritime Museum building was also used within public discourse as a device to 

downplay the specific significance of slavery to Liverpool, that it is ‘quite suitable 

that the museum is integrated into the wider Maritime Museums complex. If ever 

there was a statement that slavery was not the only thing that made the city rich it is 

that.’43 Local historian Peter Aughton similarly framed the popularity of the 

Transatlantic Slavery Gallery and the International Slavery Museum, as being down 

to intense interest in the subject, ‘(and, indeed, in the immensely important theme of 

Liverpool’s maritime history in all its many and varied dimensions)’.44 This acts to 

place the slave trade firmly within a much larger, generalized, and crucially maritime 

context.  

 

 

‘Slaves in Liverpool’ 

 

However, alternative reactions to a sea-themed past act to connect histories of 

Liverpool and slavery through mythologies embedded within the urban landscape. 

Here, embodied memories of ‘slaves in Liverpool’ emerge through maritimized 

connections, and yet are subsequently challenged through the use of maritime 

‘displacement’ narratives.  

In 1946, Edmund Vale, writing in the British Local Information Sheets, 

described Liverpool as a ‘most romantic town’, using ‘the subterranean sandstone 

chambers in which the pitiful “stock” of the slave trade used to be kept while awaiting 

shipments to America’ as an example of this ‘romanticism’.45 In response, Arthur C 

Wardle, Honorary Secretary of the Nautical History Society in Liverpool, himself 
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apparently tired of ‘continually trying to dispel the legend of the Liverpool “slave 

cellars”’, suggests that Edmund Vale should, ‘stick to factual history, for he will find 

more romance in the authentic history of the local press gangs, privateers and the 

general trade than by following the sordid story of slaving or the silly legend of the 

slave-cellars.’46  

Histories of press gangs, privateers and the ‘general trade’ are here used to 

displace not just apparently erroneous ‘legends’ of slaves in Liverpool, but the overall 

‘sordid’ history of transatlantic slavery itself. Such ‘legends’ are also countered 

through a displacement narrative shaped by triangles, via the ‘triangular trade’.47 The 

use of the triangular device to describe the Atlantic routes of the slave trade, familiar 

to representations of this history nationally, keep human connections between 

Liverpool and slavery at bay, having ships leave and return with inanimate goods 

only, confining talk of slave bodies to the ‘middle passage’.48 The familiarity of the 

triangular motif is also drawn upon within statements downplaying the significance of 

the slave trade within Liverpool’s historic story. Within a map caption in his People’s 

History of Liverpool, Peter Aughton states that the depiction of the Salthouse Dock 

should act as ‘an important reminder of the most important “triangular” trade in 

Liverpool’s economy – not slavery, but salt.’49 However, the historic distancing of the 

human realities of the trade is critically highlighted within a letter to the editor in 

1939. Here it is suggested that the wealthy merchants of the town were ‘fortunate, 

owing to the triangular voyages, in arriving back in the Mersey or the Bristol Channel 

with little evidence of the cruelty and horror of the middle passage – and with clean 

papers.’50 The most common deployment of the triangular motif, however, focuses on 

discrediting stories of slave sales within the city.51 Following the announcement of the 

planned Transatlantic Slavery Gallery in 1991 an article in the local press states that 
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stories of slaves being sold in Liverpool itself ‘is also a myth, according to some 

historians, who say that slaves never came to the city, but were taken straight to 

America and the Caribbean in the infamous triangular trade which made the port 

rich.’52 

The prospect of a historic slave presence in the city is one of the most hotly 

contested points of Liverpool’s slavery memory discourse, and one which is 

discursively tied to its physical urban terrain. Liverpool’s architectural history, 

however, is a subject in which transatlantic slavery is not welcome. In online reaction 

to content within the International Slavery Museum relating to connections between 

transatlantic slavery and the built environment, one commenter is incensed that ‘[o]ne 

of the city's finest (collective) assets, i.e. its architecture, must have this mis-placed 

guilt bollocks sprayed all over it.’53 Similarly, on a RIBA architectural tour of the city 

(and despite all volunteer tour guides being offered a full day’s training in the history 

of Liverpool and slavery, with suggestions on the ways in which this can be talked 

about through the built environment), no mention was made of slavery. In relation to 

the development of the city, the guide stated a number of times that ‘Liverpool made 

its money from the sea’, an image that acts to flood the subject of Liverpool’s 

maritime past, in vague, romanticized statements.54  

 

 

Goree: a site of memory 

 

Despite such omissions, debates surrounding the otherwise obscured human 

embodiment of this difficult history are never far from the discursive surface, 

appearing as ghosts in the city’s urban terrain, at points along the memory of the river 
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Mersey’s edge. Toni Morrison once said that when the Mississippi river floods, it 

returns to the route it took before it was artificially straightened out, and that this 

flooding is an act of ‘remembering’, that water has a perfect memory.55 If the river 

Mersey ever flooded enough to remember its eighteenth century course, before it was 

pushed back by later dock constructions on reclaimed land, it would touch sites of 

memory that place slaves on Liverpool soil, creating presence in the face of absence. 

Stories of slave sales in the city focus on sites located along the original dock line, 

around the Old Dock and on the steps of the Custom House,56 and, in particular, 

around the historic site of Goree. Goree Warehouses (Image 7.1), bear the name of an 

island off the coast of Senegal, and were named ‘in commemoration of the African 

trade, then so prosperous in Liverpool’.57 Stories of slaves in Liverpool are here 

‘hooked’ onto place through semiotic associations – to sites named in celebration of 

Liverpool’s ‘lucrative trade’, which become a backdrop for a debates echoed in 

architectural change. 

 

[IMAGE 7.1 - Goree Warehouses, engraving 1862] 

 

Ramsay Muir, Professor of History at the University of Liverpool in the early 

twentieth century, stated in his 1907 History of Liverpool, that ‘the legend which 

pictures rows of negroes chained to staples in the Goree Piazzas, exposed for sale, is a 

curious instance of popular superstition.’58 More elusively, Louis Lacey, author of a 

‘commemorative’ history of Liverpool, and writing in the same year as Muir, states 

that the Goree Piazza, ‘suggests old slaving days’. After this mysterious, if vague, 

association by name, Lacey includes further reference to slave sales in the immediate 

vicinity of the Goree warehouses, to ‘a public house, where slaves were regularly 
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bought and sold, stood, not more than half a century ago, adjacent to the 

Churchyard.’59 In Liverpool’s historic public discourse, the name of Goree alone 

conjures up associations with slavery – a connection that lingers long after the 

physical demolition of the structures in 1958. From this point forward, ‘Goree’ 

becomes the intangible site of memory where ‘legend asserts that slaves were sold,’60 

a focal point for stories of slavery to gather, causing a layering of narrative and 

memory across time and place.  

In the case of Goree, architectural change has mirrored structures of discourse 

in an effort to displace myths of slavery with myths of abolition, overlaid with 

distinctly maritimized and romanticized identity narratives. One of the most 

prominent critical points made about Britain’s national memory of slavery is the 

commemorative platform given to white British abolitionists. John Oldfield has 

encapsulated this criticism, identifying what he terms a ‘culture of abolitionism’, 

arguing that Britain’s memory of slavery has long been dominated by narratives of 

heroic (predominantly white) British abolitionists as opposed to the less heroic, 

though much longer story of British involvement in transatlantic slavery.61 John 

Beech criticizes this tendency, suggesting that celebrating abolition is much like 

‘celebrating that you’ve stopped beating your wife’ – both contradictory and 

hypocritical.62 Marcus Wood has also argued that the imagery of slavery, abolition 

and emancipation created by Europe and America represents, not slavery itself, but a 

‘white mythology’, which ‘works hard to deny the possibility of gaining knowledge 

of the disaster of the Atlantic slave trade.’63 

Efforts to displace local ‘maritimized’ memories of slavery draw on these 

national narratives of abolition. Following the demolition of Goree warehouses in the 

late 1950s, a large office block was constructed parallel to the site where Goree 
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Piazzas would have stood. The closest building to their original location, this 1960s 

tower block was named ‘Wilberforce House’ after renowned abolitionist William 

Wilberforce, whose bicentenary of birth had been marked nationally in 1959. 

Designed and built by Gotch and Partners in 1965-67,64 Wilberforce House was 

named to celebrate a national hero, one who had recently received much public 

celebration and whose commemoration in name few would take issue with. The local 

press ran articles about Wilberforce in his bicentenary year, outlining how ‘Liverpool 

gave him many supporters’.65 More ‘local’ heroes of abolition were noted in response 

within letters to the editor, calling attention to prominent worthies such as William 

Rathbone, Dr Jonathan Binns, James Cropper, and ‘the Roscoes, the Rushtons and 

others.’66  

The discursive displacement of one ‘myth’ for another, of narratives of slave 

sales for narratives of white heroism, was also reproduced within discussion of this 

particular site of memory in Howard Channon’s 1972 Portrait of Liverpool. Channon 

replicates the same process of discursive displacement seen within the architectural 

developments around Goree, drawing on discourses which foreground white 

philanthropic action as justification for historic wrongs: 

 

Where the Piazzas called Goree (after an African island) stood on the 

quayside of George’s Dock, from which many of the slave ships sailed, 

there is now Wilberforce House, an office block built in the 1960s and 

bearing the name of the arch-apostle of abolition; and at least the port has 

made some practical recompense to Africa for the agonies that hundreds 

of thousands, taken in bondage from that continent, endured in the holds 

of Mersey vessels.67 
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This ‘practical recompense’, Channon argues, included the work of the Liverpool 

School of Tropical Medicine, ‘an act of pure altruism which has made – and continues 

to make’ contributions to ‘social progress’ in Africa’s ‘new nations.’ Medical altruism 

is complimented by the employment of African people in maritime roles, ‘young 

Nigerian cadets’, and the education of Africans in Liverpool establishments - all seen 

as ways in which Liverpool is ‘helping’ Africa in the 1970s. Expressed in a tone of 

‘post’-imperialistic paternalism, this is an awkward attempt to find some good from 

so much ‘anguish’ during a decade of increasing racial tensions in the city itself. It is 

significant, therefore, that the people benefitting from these activities are ‘from 

Africa’, specifically Nigerian, with no mention made of Liverpool’s own 

longstanding black community, concurrently forming new political and educational 

organisations (e.g. Charles Wootton College, 1974; Liverpool Black Organisation, 

1976).68 Just as the construction and naming of new buildings had been an attempt to 

displace old memories of slavery, so Channon’s passage seeks out similar processes 

of discursive displacement.  

However, some architectural features of Liverpool’s urban landscape have 

created more ‘nuanced’ expressions of Liverpool’s memory of slavery, forging spaces 

of interaction where maritimization produces land-based connections to slavery. On 

the city side of Wilberforce House, in a courtyard off of Drury Lane, the road running 

parallel with ‘Back Goree’, a water sculpture was constructed called ‘Piazza 

Waterfall’. The sculpture commemorates Goree Piazzas in a manner that both reveals 

and obscures Liverpool’s memory of slavery through ‘maritimized’ artistic 

intervention. The sculpture was commissioned during a period of great urban 

development in the city, following the establishment of a permanent City Planning 
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Department (1962).69 In reports issued by Graeme Shankland and Walter Bor, 

architect-planners from London County Council, the use of public art was advocated 

in urban spaces ear-marked for redevelopment. In particular they suggested that 

‘Water and Fountains will have a great role to play’ in redevelopment plans.70 

Merseyside Civic Society also supported public art and street decoration, and it was 

this group of architects and other interested parties who commissioned the design of 

the sculpture.71 Initially, a location outside the city was chosen, but the sculpture was 

promptly re-imagined as a way to mark the beginning of post-war inner city 

redevelopment.  

Director of the Walker Art Gallery, Hugh Scrutton, put the project forward to 

the Arts Council, who donated £750 towards costs.72 However, it was long-standing 

Liverpool shipbuilding company Cammell Laird & Co who ultimately put their name 

behind the sculpture’s construction. The Denbighshire-born sculptor on the project, 

Richard Huws, was a shipbuilding apprentice at Cammell Laird’s Birkenhead Yard 

and would later become an Engineering Lecturer at Liverpool School of Architecture. 

Huws is best known for designing the Festival of Britain water sculpture at the South 

Bank Exhibition, London, in 1951.73 The involvement of Cammell Laird, an old 

Liverpool shipping company, significant to the city’s contemporary economy and 

historical maritime development, is noteworthy. Furthermore, their association with a 

place in which a there has been a layering of abolition discourse over memories of 

slavery is significant; where Wilberforce stands over Goree, here Cammell Laird, a 

company with its history in MacGregor Laird, construct a maritime-themed water 

sculpture. MacGregor Laird (1808-1861) was celebrated in Liverpool as an 

abolitionist figure of sorts for his work in promoting nineteenth century trade with 

Africa, in interests beyond human cargo. A thanksgiving service was held in 1932 to 
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mark the centenary of his expedition to West Africa, and to commemorate the man 

‘who won Liverpool from the slave trade to legitimate commerce’.74 

Cammell Laird provided a plaque to mark the new Piazza’s completion in 

1967. It was placed next to the sculpture and is, poignantly, modelled in the shape an 

‘African shield’ (Image 7.2). The text commemorates the original warehouses and 

notes their association with Africa through name, if not through trade. 

 

“GOREE-PIAZZA”, ORIGINALLY TWO ARCADED / WAREHOUSES IN 

THE MIDDLE OF THE OLD / DOCK ROAD, WAS NAMED AFTER THE 

ISLAND / “GOREE” OFF THE WEST COAST OF AFRICA 

 

Connections are made without being made, visual and textual references to Goree and 

Africa appear whilst leaving the nature of Liverpool’s trading relationship with the 

island, and indeed the significance of this site of memory, muddied in the water.  

 

[IMAGE 7.2: Piazza Sculpture plaque. Image: Author] 

 

Explicit connections between the sculpture and slavery memory may not be 

made on tangible public surfaces, etched into metal, but they are made within later 

discourse, in guidebooks to the city. When Ron Jones leads his readers to New Goree 

Piazza, Brunswick Street, he states that the site’s: 

 

[…] intriguing Piazza Waterfall takes its name from the Goree Piazzas which 

were two arcaded warehouses named after ‘Goree’, a slave exporting island 

off the west coast of Africa. The warehouses were situated opposite here in the 
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centre of the main dock road, i.e. between the Strand and the Goree, and were 

demolished after the last war.75 

 

Jones recounts the Russian doll of memory naming at this site, directing his readers to 

notice a sculpture, named after a warehouse, named after an African Island - 

following the mnemonic links back to Liverpool and slavery. David Lewis, in his 

guidebook to the city, directs his readers to walk over a covered bridge (demolished a 

few years after publication) from the waterfront side of Goree, across the road, over 

Back Goree and through to Wilberforce House courtyard and the location of the 

Piazza Waterfall. The sculpture, he suggests, is known to locals as ‘the Contraption’, 

and is ‘lively and exciting, noisy and unpredictable’.76  However, Lewis’s connection 

between the sculpture and slavery is more delayed. After mentioning the name Goree 

a number of times within the text, Lewis approaches Liverpool’s involvement with 

transatlantic slavery as if through footnotes, through ‘little history’, describing the 

view from Wilberforce House: 

 

The dock road below us is divided by a central reservation. The road 

heading north is called the Goree, and the road going south, along the old 

shoreline is called the Strand; but it was once called Back Goree and the 

old roads ran either side of a warehouse complex called the Goree 

Piazzas. This was built in the late 18th century to hold goods for George’s 

Dock. Sometimes even Liverpool’s little history is stained with the slave 

trade; the piazza was named after an island off Senegal used as a holding 

camp for slaves, which is now a World Heritage Site.77  
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The ‘stain’ of history, as Lewis puts it, connects these two UNESCO World Heritage 

sites; the island of Gorée and Liverpool’s waterfront, through names left on 

Liverpool’s urban terrain - where the name of one road, one warehouse, one 

sculpture, carry memories of slavery across centuries.  

 

[IMAGE 7.3 - Piazza Waterfall Sculpture with Wilberforce House in background. 

Image: Author] 

 

The water-sculpture marks the old site of ‘Goree’, a site of memory along 

Liverpool’s original historic shoreline, where land would have met the river Mersey, 

and slave ships would load and unload in George’s Docks. When it was operational, 

the structure had a series of buckets on poles, which tipped out water into a pool 

below. This was intermittent and unpredictable, the motion ‘said to resemble the 

sound of waves breaking on shore’.78 Richard Huws suggested that this design created 

a continual flow of action, and a sound that, unlike more conventional fountains, was 

‘no longer that of the monotonous ever burbling river, but that of the restless 

temperamental sea.’79 The water sculpture commemorates the historic place of the 

water’s edge, where the river Mersey would have once met the dockside, and like the 

motion of the tide itself, the site of Goree acts to both reveal and obscure Liverpool’s 

memory of slavery; through romanticized maritime narratives which celebrate the sea, 

drowning memory through generalization, or displacement narratives which 

foreground white abolition. Yet stories of slaves in Liverpool ‘crystallize’ around 

Goree and other sites in the city, anchoring an otherwise maritimized history to 

Liverpool’s tangible surfaces, and revealing human connections historically 

discursively confined to foreign lands or the bellies of ships. 
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Conclusion 

 

The maritimization of the memory of slavery in this former slaving capital has been 

forged through the crucible of local historic context, circumstance and identity 

narratives which both foreground local nuances of the history of transatlantic slavery, 

and contend with national narratives of abolition. However, ‘maritimization’ in this 

context is not wholly about displacement or distancing as Beech suggests, nor is it 

completely a picture of ‘forgetting’. Memory, like the waves the Goree sculpture 

commemorates, has a ‘partial, allusive, fragmentary, transient nature’ as Kerwin Lee 

Klein argues – it is an elusive and at points unpredictable phenomena.80 In Liverpool, 

more land-based connections to slavery are raised from amnesia’s murky 

‘maritimized’ depths through stories of the enslaved themselves, and the memory of 

the water’s edge. Crucially, this is the complex, nuanced and long historic discursive 

context that museums of the later twentieth and early twenty-first centuries sit within. 

Criticisms that focus on interior museological displays alone, whilst rightly 

highlighting omissions, biases, and cliché, miss much of the larger picture. The 

longue durée of Liverpool’s slavery-memory-discourse, demonstrates the perils of 

assuming consistency across interior and exterior museological contexts, and indeed 

the inaccuracies of painting broader pictures by enlarging ‘local tints’. The 

authoritative narratives of Liverpool and slavery, promoted by civic institutions, 

official histories, and much public discourse, are challenged and contested by other 

‘mythologies’; those pertaining to the movements and experiences of enslaved 

African people themselves. Here, stories of a slave presence in Liverpool root the 
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human reality of an otherwise ocean-bound, de-humanized and ‘neutrally’ 

economically termed trade in ‘slaves’ to the city’s urban terrain. Myths meet at 

contested lieux de memoire,81 at sites of slavery memory, and clash like so many 

angry waves, lingering around specific places, and layering over time, re-emerging 

when the urban landscape shifts, at points of architectural change, and raised through 

the same ‘maritimized’ lens which sought to drown connections in generalisation, 

romanticism and displacement.  
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